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This paper addresses the effects of recent political and economic trends on the construction of forensic
science in England and Wales. Using documentary sources and fieldwork, I show how neo-liberal
initiatives have differentially reconstructed relationships between forensic scientists and the police. I
argue that this stems from contested interpretations of scientific integration that have selectively
appropriated elements of neo-liberalism. Neo-liberal reform of forensic science has, however, exposed
actors to new risks, culminating in the UKGovernment’s announcement to close the Forensic Science
Service. Yet, rather than representing the end of ‘marketization’, debates concerning the organization
of forensic science have entered a new phase. These hold significant implications for understanding
the relationship between crime, science and advanced liberal governance.
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Introduction

On 14 December 2010, it was announced that the Forensic Science Service (FSS), the
leading provider of scientific support to police investigations in the United Kingdom,
was to close (House of Commons 2010). The main reasons for this move were linked to
the considerable financial losses the FSS was making. Although concerns had previously
been expressed about the economic performance of the FSS (BBC 2009), the revelation
that the FSS had allegedly been making a loss of around £2 million per month came as
a surprise to many. Previous successive government interventions have led to a commer-
cialized or ‘marketized’ system of forensic science provision in England and Wales. The
FSS itself had been run as a ‘Government company’ (‘GovCo’), under obligation to
make a profit while still being the direct responsibility of the Home Office. Despite
the move to close the FSS, some of the rhetoric relating to the announcement indicates
that marketization will be even more keenly pursued (House of Commons 2010). It is
imperative therefore to place the closure of the FSS in the wider context of commer-
cializing reforms that has taken place during recent decades. In doing so, this paper
seeks to provide a broader perspective on recent developments.
Law-enforcement bodies in the United Kingdom and abroad continue to be pre-

sented with a widening range of opportunities that arise from advances in science
and technology (Marx 2007). An increasing repertoire of technologies, ranging from
improved means of surveillance (CCTV imaging techniques, Automatic Number Plate
Recognition (ANPR) systems, etc.), to the enhancement of existing forensic methods
(automated fingerprint recognition, extra-sensitive DNA profiling, etc.), to the
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improvement of intelligence and information management across forces have all con-
tributed to the character of modern criminal justice. It is important to consider, how-
ever, that the ongoing ‘scientification’ (Ericson and Shearing 1986) of British policing
has taken place within a wider context, relating to the imposition by successive UK Gov-
ernments of ‘neo-liberal’ reforms to public services. These policies are generally agreed
to have formed the ideological basis of the so-called ‘New Public Management’ (NPM).
The latter has sought, in theory, to promulgate a ‘universal economic model of gover-
nance’ based on the rationale that ‘market and business rationality can bemade to oper-
ate as effectively in the public interest as it does in securing private interests’ (Sager
2009: 70). In practice, however, this has spawned numerous and varied initiatives, which
have taken hold in many areas of the public sector, including the provision of scientific
support to police forces.
It is therefore important to address the wider environment in which science co-evolves

with criminal justice imperatives. Relatively few studies, however, have considered the
cross-cutting impacts of neo-liberal policies on the evolving relationship between sci-
ence and criminal justice. One recent study by Leslie (2010) has recently investigated
the influence of certain NPM-led initiatives on forensic science. He argues that related
‘manageralist’ initiatives such as enhanced quality assurance (QA) procedures sit un-
easily with the practices through which scientific knowledge is brought into being.While
Leslie’s account represents a welcome intervention towards better understanding the
relationship between NPM and forensic science, it treats the latter in relative isolation
from any consideration of the impact on relationships with the police. As I seek to dem-
onstrate, the example of forensic science represents an important example of how neo-
liberal policies have reconfigured the heterogeneous array of elements that comprise
modern policing systems.
In his study of the then emerging marketplace for forensic services, Roberts (1996)

highlighted the conviction of successive Conservative administrations (and largely up-
held by Labour) that ‘market exchange is superior to public ownership in promoting
quality and efficiency’ (Roberts 1996: 39). Roberts anticipated that ‘these reforms can be
expected to set the agenda for the foreseeable future, with market imperatives having
far-reaching implications for the administration of criminal justice’ (Roberts 1996: 39).
This paper seeks to build on such insights in providing an updated assessment of the
consequences of the marketization of forensic science. In doing so, it seeks to explore
the influence of what Innes (2004) refers to as ‘macro-structural’ orderings on the shap-
ing of forensic science, which encompass ‘changes in the nature of governance and pol-
itics, a globalizing economy and so forth’ (Innes 2004: 160). Innes points to these
orderings as the fundamental source of social insecurity; this study investigates how
the scientific management of crime has been equally affected.
This article also questions the assumption that science and political control enjoy an

unproblematic relationship. Previous studies have attested to the distinctly contingent
aspects of scientific knowledge production in governmental contexts (Weinberg 1985;
Irwin et al. 1997). The relationship between science, crime and society, however, presents
its own unique complications. It is necessary to sketch the current context to help better
understand how broader political factors relate to specific interactions between science
and crime. As O’Malley (2010) has recently demonstrated, an increasingly complex re-
lationship can be traced between technology, money and law enforcement in liberal
societies, which invites further scrutiny. There is a need to understand more clearly
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how the language of the markets is shaping epistemologies of scientific law enforce-
ment. This is particularly prescient given recent systemic challenges to the neo-liberal
order and the difficulties experienced by the FSS and other commercial providers.
The paper draws upon data obtained from the examination of a variety of texts, in-

cluding official documents, academic journal articles, published statements by forensic
practitioners and websites. This was augmented with 14 semi-structured interviews with
practitioners and other forensic science stakeholders that were conducted across the
United Kingdom and Republic of Ireland. This fieldwork was sufficient to capture
the heterogeneity of stakeholders, encompassing forensic scientists of varied levels of
experience, police laboratory managers, regulators, commercial managers, police train-
ing bodies, trade union officials and consultants. Interviews were at least 45 minutes in
duration and, in some cases, were as long as 2.5 hours, in order to explore issues in
appropriate depth. These were all carried out between 2006 and 2010. In addition,
a 90-minute focus-group session was carried out in May 2010, in which 12 practising
forensic scientists and associated staff, employed by a commercial forensic science pro-
vider, participated. This latter cohort represented a wide variety of specialisms and func-
tions, ranging from toxicology, DNA analysis, digital forensics, sexual offences, through
to auxiliary functions such as marketing and human resources.
The analysis is influenced by previous observations, which have indicated the exis-

tence of markedly different normative interpretations of the problem of integrating sci-
ence into policing. In the next section, I build upon studies that have identified such
differing interpretations to show how distinct positions regarding the role and nature of
forensic scientific activity can be characterized.

Science, Policing and Two Norms of Integration

The reflections of Fraser (2000) and a study by Williams (2004) have indicated the ex-
istence of at least two distinct understandings of how forensic science may be routinely
integrated into police practice (Williams 2007: 771). The ‘expert collaboration’ model,
or ‘procedural’ norm, recognizes ‘there is effective consideration of the potential for
forensic science to contribute to [criminal investigations] and that all who can contrib-
ute are given the opportunity’ (Fraser 2007: 397, quoted in Williams 2007: 772). Wil-
liams, however, describes another understanding of integration as being ‘reinforced
by an interpretation of scientific support as the provision of technical assistance to inves-
tigators’ (Williams 2007: 772, original emphasis). This ‘structural’ norm of integration
portrays forensic practitioners as possessing strictly delimited areas of competence. Re-
gardless of their level of expertise, however, it perceives them as providing an adjunctive
contribution to police professionals who are seen to retain overall ownership of the in-
vestigative process.
The recognition of the ‘procedural’ interpretation of scientific integration has oc-

curred at a time when there has been growing reflection about the disciplinary identity
of forensic science as a whole (Willis 2010). On top of this has come increased critical
scrutiny from science and technology studies (STS) and law scholars, who have
expressed concern about the epistemological robustness (or lack) of many forensic
techniques (see, e.g. Saks and Faigman 2008). Such concerns have been echoed in of-
ficial reports (National Academy of Sciences 2009). It is from these discussions that the
latter notion of procedural integration has gained greater impetus.
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Some of these critical voices have argued for a ‘new paradigm’ of forensic science,
advocating the use of more sophisticated statistical techniques for the interpretation
of evidence in order to build more reliable and testable scientific foundations (Saks
and Koehler 2005). Suggestions about how these techniques can be applied to forensic
scientific work have spurred debate about the particular epistemological character of
forensic science in general and have added weight to portrayals of forensic science
as a distinct discipline. This view can be identified in public statements by senior forensic
scientists that proclaim ‘the interpretation of [scientific] results in the individual context
of each case’ as a central defining activity (Barclay 2006: 12, emphasis added). This kind of
essentialist assertion harks back to earlier statements of influential individuals, includ-
ing those of the US forensic scientist Paul Kirk, whose 1963 paper, entitled ‘The On-
togeny of Criminalistics’, defined it as the ‘science of individualization’ (Kirk 1963: 236).
It has been claimed that ‘radical changes to police investigative technique’ are already

underway (Barclay and McCartney 2007: 10). This view promotes a more wide-ranging
role for forensic scientists to apply their insights to a broader set of considerations in
relation to criminal investigations. It points to the existence of a form of integration that
goes beyond simply embedding nominally ‘scientific’ artefacts, (DNA, fingerprints,
bloodstains, etc.) into enduring, institutionalized police frames of reference. This po-
sition encourages amore reflexive approach towards the investigative process of a whole.
It emphasizes the possibility that criminal investigation may be organized to better re-
flect conventionally accepted notions of scientific propriety, with forensic scientists well
placed to make more meaningful contributions to casework. It should be clear, then,
that this ‘new paradigm’ favours, and indeed adds, considerable shape to the notion of
procedural integration.
Yet, procedural integrationmay also be regarded as facilitating considerable attention

to the management of relations between forensic scientists and police officers. Dis-
courses emphasize the need for transparency in terms of the way investigators reason
about a case. An adherence to conventional scientific strictures is regarded as the best
way to guarantee such transparency: ‘The scientist should, as far as possible, be able to
rationalise the opinion that is presented’ (Evett et al. 2000: 234).
A distinctly different norm, the ‘structural’ interpretation of integration, inheres in

a number of other discourses, particularly those originating from official bodies. For
example, the structural norm can be identified clearly in the recent Home Office Science
and Innovation Strategy 2009–12. This document states its aim as establishing ‘priorities for
current and future science and technology applications and research’ and ‘to co-ordinate
the development and implementation of technology between users and suppliers to en-
sure a coherent and effective process’ (Home Office 2009: 3, original emphases). It out-
lines ‘the necessary capabilities which police forces need to establish to meet both
national and their local priorities, and overall requirements in technology to provide
those capabilities’ (Home Office 2009: 3).
The development and implementation of the Strategy were overseen by the Police

Science and Technology Strategy Group, which consists of a series of influential bodies,
including those tasked with organizing and overseeing the delivery of policing functions
in general (Home Office, Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO), Association of
Police Authorities (APA), etc.). The ‘strategy’ being promulgated in this instance con-
stitutes part of the overall National Policing Plan (NPP) for forces in England andWales.
It should be clear therefore that such a strategy aims to coordinate the introduction of
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scientific innovations in a largely centralized fashion. Despite the document stating that
is not intended to ‘usurp or replace individual plans and strategies’ (HomeOffice 2009:
6), it emphasizes the benefits of a common approach, supported on a national level:
‘Working together rather than acting individually will allow forces to learn from each

other by sharing solutions though in some cases solutions are best provided and funded
nationally for the overall benefit of the service and the public.’ (Home Office 2009: 7,
emphasis added)
It is made clear that the Strategy is intended to ‘accelerate the improvement of police

capabilities’ to allow the latter to contribute ‘most effectively to the delivery of national
priorities’. Significantly, however, it explicitly states the Strategy ‘is not intended to promote
science and technology for its own sake’ (HomeOffice 2009: 7, emphasis added). Instead, the
Strategy Group employed amethod called ‘top-downmodeling’ to understand the ‘links
between policing requirements and the individual technologies’. Based on existing sys-
tems developed by themilitary, models of the ‘urban and general environment’ are used
to ‘indicate how existing technology can assist in crime and terrorist environments, and
how new technologies can develop new solutions’. Through this, the Strategy Group
aimed to ‘influence and promote both the propagation and implementation of the strat-
egy’ (Home Office 2009: 7). Police oversight bodies such as ACPO and the APA there-
fore play an instrumental role in shaping the kinds of products used by law-enforcement
agencies. They are also able to strongly influence the technological choices operational
police officers are able to make.
The discourse in this case is thereforemore concerned with how existing technologies

can be applied to policing. Although such developments are recognized as possibly
changing certain aspects of existing police procedure, the process of incorporating
new technologies is regarded as relatively unproblematic. Scientific contributions are
viewed as fitting readily into existing police practices, implying a certain a priori accep-
tance of the latter’s institutionalized frames of reference. Here, the epistemological
foundations of applied scientific knowledge are left unchallenged by users.
I will return to the procedural/structural distinction and demonstrate further how

these forms of scientific integration have differentially appropriated neo-liberal tenets.
First, however, it is necessary to present a brief overview of the original rationale for
introducing ‘marketizing’ neo-liberal reforms into forensic science, as well as outlining
the more recent commercial landscape of police scientific support.

Tracing the Arguments for Neo-Liberal Reform

The effectiveness through which police forces in England and Wales apply scientific
techniques in the course of their work has been the subject of considerable discussion,
particularly since the late 1970s (Tilley and Ford 1996). In 1987, a survey conducted by
accountants Touche Ross concluded that police management of scientific support was
‘generally poor’ (Touche Ross 1987). It portrayed an environment in which forensic
technologies had begun to significantly expand in terms of potential scope, but had
not been fully utilized to address a rise in serious crime. Touche Ross concluded that
forensic science was being applied in an undesirably scattershot fashion to criminal
investigations. The sole state provider at the time, the FSS, struggled to meet the
demands of the police.
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At this time, forensic science services had been free to the police on the point of de-
livery. In order to better match supply with demand, Touche Ross advocated the imple-
mentation of market mechanisms with police being made to pay directly for the
scientific support they required. The reasoning behind this was that if police had to
pay for the service, they would be better placed to shape the kind of support they re-
ceived (Tilley and Ford 1996: 3). In 1991, the FSS began to charge to forces and other
clients directly for their services (McFarland 2003).
Subsequent assessments of the FSS, however, such as that published by the National

Audit Office in 1998, continued to criticize the FSS over the time taken to complete tests
and inconsistency of performance. On the other hand, the way in which police forces
have themselves appropriated forensic science received concerted criticism. A report
published by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of the Constabulary (HMIC) in 2002, entitled
Under the Microscope Refocused, contains notable examples of such concerns. Many forces
were found to be struggling to manage the use of scientific evidence in casework (HMIC
2002: viii). Other shortcomings were identified with regard to the collection, organiza-
tion and evaluation of commonly used forensic scientific data, such as fingerprint
evidence.
This continued criticism of both sides appears to have accelerated the pace of reform.

As the 1990s progressed, other firms had begun to emerge in direct competition with
the FSS, most notably LGC, Scientifics Ltd and Forensic Alliance. During the same pe-
riod, the FSS introduced product-based charging, in which each product, such as a body
fluid search, tool mark examination or cannabis identification, was defined as encom-
passing a wider set of activities (Cook et al. 1998). This new definition of ‘product’ as
activity was intended to reflect more closely the actual work performed, ‘thus providing
customers with a better understanding of the true costs of services and enabling them to
make informed judgements about their value’ (NAO 1998: 30). It soon became appar-
ent that police forces were also adapting to the new market conditions and that true
competition was ‘beginning to develop’ in UK forensics (McFarland 2003: 3.1). It
was reported that police had begun to receive ‘a more personalised and responsive ser-
vice’ from suppliers, which was taken as a sign that competition had started to yield the
kind of benefits claimed by advocates of neo-liberalism, such as ‘greater choice, value for
money and improved service delivery’. In 2005, the first steps towards a form of privat-
ization of the FSS occurred as it was accorded ‘Government company’ (‘GovCo’) status.
Although the FSS never made the full transition towards privatization, the modern

market for forensic science in England andWales has grown to encompass an increasing
number of commercial forensic science providers (FSPs) that exhibit a great deal of
variance in terms of their size, scope and product range. Twelve FSPs, including the
FSS, participated in the inaugural National Forensic Framework Agreement (NFFA),
which has functioned as an organizing mechanism for forensic science procurement
by most police forces in England and Wales. Some forensic scientific work, however,
remains the preserve of police forces themselves, through the presence of in-house fa-
cilities. So far, in-housing has generally been limited to larger forces, such as the Met-
ropolitan Police Service (MPS).
Most police forces in England andWales continue therefore to be strongly dependent

on what has now become a commercialized, or ‘marketized’, sector, but have themselves
been subject to liberalizing changes. Greater devolution of budgetary responsibility has
led to the day-to-day costs of forensic science becoming more visible to operational
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police officers. Economic imperatives have therefore come to weigh equally heavily on
the minds of the police, now labelled the primary ‘customers’ of FSPs.
The adaptation of police and forensic scientists to this new commercial environment

has occurred in various ways. The onset of marketization has, however, served to com-
pound the tensions between differing expectations over how science should integrate
into policing functions. I now draw upon specific examples to highlight the influence of
marketization on the two normative understandings of integration described earlier.

Neo-Liberalization and Procedural Integration

My discussion of neo-liberal influences on procedural integration focuses on the exam-
ple of the Case Assessment and Interpretation (CAI)model. This represents a significant
attempt at wholesale reform of forensic investigative practices. CAI has been developed
over the last two decades via the activities of a group of statisticians originally working on
behalf of the FSS (Interview, CAI developer, 2007). It provides a framework in which the
core activity is the formulation of propositions concerning specific pieces of evidence.
Propositions are intended to reflect specific case circumstances. For each particular ev-
idential question, two competing propositions are formulated that reflect mutually ex-
clusive prosecution and defence arguments. Propositions are reported as probabilistic
measures of the form ‘probability of evidence given a (prosecution or defence) hypoth-
esis’ (Cook et al, 1998: 153). In this form proposition pairs may be divided to yield likeli-
hood ratios (LRs), which provide a measure of the probative worth of a particular
evidential item.
Thismethodology reflects the CAI’s reliance on a specific interpretation of probability

theory, based on Bayes Theorem, which allows reasoners to express probabilistic asser-
tions in terms of measures of belief and enables them to update their beliefs in the light
of incoming information. The CAI method further organizes propositions into a hier-
archy, classifying them as ‘source’ (relating to the origin of a piece of evidence), ‘activity’
(the manner in which that evidence was generated) and ‘offence’ (the extent to which
evidence can indicate ultimate guilt or innocence). Through this system, investigators
are able to assess the usefulness of a particular evidential analysis or ‘product’ (e.g.
a DNA test or fibre match analysis) to the course of an investigation. CAI facilitates
the use of probability theory to anticipate how much probative weight a specific ‘prod-
uct’ may contribute to an investigation.1 Police customers can then compare the cost of
the specific product against its expected probative value, which reflects the aims of the
CAI developers to enable customers to obtain improved value for money from forensic
scientific services.
CAI promotes better value formoney by simultaneously seeking to improve the quality

of communication between providers and customers. It aims to facilitate ‘a genuine
partnership in which the customer has a greater participation than hitherto in decisions
about what work is done in the laboratory’ (Cook et al. 1998: 152). Yet, the initiative also
promotes the notion that scientists have a duty to apply their reasoning skills wholesale
to investigations and that criminal investigations should be remodelled to better reflect
the epistemic aims of science. This clearly echoes the concept of procedural integration.
This greater emphasis on balance and scepticism is partially reflected by the presence of

1For a more detailed example, see Lawless and Williams (2010).
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defence considerations in the CAI framework, moving forensic science away from an
overwhelmingly prosecutorial orientation. This attempt to caution against possible ‘bi-
as’ echoes one of the central concerns of proponents of the ‘new paradigm’ mentioned
above.
CAI has successfully exerted influence on shaping the relationship between forensic

scientists and police officers. For example, the Association of Forensic Science Providers
(AFSP), which represents many laboratories in the UK and the Republic of Ireland, has
recently adopted a series of standards for reporting evidence that are consciously mod-
elled on CAI principles (Interview, police laboratory representative, 2010). These new
standards oblige scientists to establish ‘the key issues in the case’ that evidential analysis
would help inform, with recourse to discussions with ‘the relevant client’ (the definition
of which encompasses not only the police and Crown Prosecution Service, but defence
counsel as well) (AFSP 2009). This is reflected in changes to official police documen-
tation. Police officers submitting evidence for analysis have to complete submission
forms, in which they now have to explicitly state the questions that the analysis seeks
to address. Hence, some power is accrued to the scientists:

[The police] used to give everything to the lab, didn’t tell them what they wanted . . . and then nine

months later . . . you’d get your answers back, they’d say ‘that’s not what we wanted’! Never tell them

[the forensic scientists] what they wanted in the first place, didn’t really care too much as they weren’t

paying anyway! It was nonsense, the labs were swamped and couldn’t cope . . . [the police] were never

particularly good with what they submitted . . . laboratory submission forms now, you put down the

reasons, rationale for everything you submit, its more like an order form . . . forces tend to be more

deliberate about what they are asking. (Interview, National Policing Improvement Agency (NPIA) rep-

resentative, 2010)

As well as obligating police clients to clarify their investigative intentions, CAI also
provides a means of enabling forensic scientists to draw upon professionally acquired
expertise in other ways. The Bayesianmethodology adopted by CAI obliges investigators
to formulate prior probability estimates. Wherever possible, CAI encourages scientists to
base these on quantitative foundations. For example, the probability that a DNA profile
may have originated from a particular individual, or simply matched at random, can be
assessed on the basis of genetic data from a population. In many other cases, however, it
may be more difficult to find suitable data and is a particular problem when trying to
assess ‘activity’-level propositions. CAI does, however, allow scientists to base their esti-
mates on ‘personal experience’ (Evett et al. 2000: 234). It is here that subjective, expe-
riential knowledge can be incorporated into ‘objective’ probabilistic practices. One
respondent, a senior forensic scientist who helped to develop CAI, used the term ‘soft
data’ to describe one such form of experiential knowledge when recounting his initial
comprehension of a murder scene:

You can tell straight away that she’s probably been re-dressed . . . investigators, SIOs, think a lot about

that, and their hackles rise when they see people with thongs on back to front, and bras on inside out,

and stuff like that. The lab probably wouldn’t see that and know that, so that’s got to come from the

investigative side or somebody with a scientific mind who’s part of the investigation . . . that’s what that

is, soft data, ‘why is the zip slightly down? (Interview, forensic scientist, 2008)

‘Soft data’ may manifest itself in different ways, but its recognition depends on the
professionally accumulated experience and standpoint of the individual scientist. It may
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not necessarily be readily quantifiable, and its existence and significance may be con-
tingent on a series of extraneous factors that could include time, location, activity, etc.
Nonetheless, soft data may be used as a basis for the scientist to estimate an approximate
probability estimate that can then be plugged into the Bayesian formula. While CAI is
designed to challenge the robustness of such estimates in the light of other, more ex-
plicitly quantitative data, the use of soft data to formulate initial probability estimates is
significant. It shows how CAI allows subjective forms of reasoning to help inform an
ostensibly ‘objective’ reasoning framework.
The codification of experiential knowledge into a supposedly ‘objective’ schema par-

tially echoes Innes’s (2003) view of detective work as ‘founded upon a dialectical syn-
thesis of ‘‘craft’’ skills blended with a ‘‘scientific’’ style of rationality’ (Innes 2003: 9). By
effectively reconfiguring forensic knowledge, however, CAI promotes a neo-liberalized
form of procedural integration. While it promotes a greater cross-fertilization of reason-
ing styles, it re-distributes them via a consciously quantitative nomenclature. This ena-
bles these different epistemological framings to converge in the process of reporting the
‘value’ of evidence both in terms of its usefulness to an investigation and in terms of the
potential cost of its processing.
The extensive reshaping of evidence evaluation by CAI is indicative of a desire to shift

the influence of forensic scientists away from the ‘purely analytical’, as one key author of
CAI has argued (Jackson 2000). This is taken to mean that forensic scientists should not
be limited to merely carrying out tests in isolation and that their reasoning practices
should contribute to a wider reshaping of scientific integration, rather than simply pro-
viding ‘hands on’ technical knowhow. CAI represents a particularly significant example
of the way in which neo-liberal discourses are able to augment the norm of procedural
integration. It translates between economic and investigative imperatives, in a way that
meets the demands placed on both forensic scientists and police. The nomenclature of
CAI therefore reshapes a relationship affected on both sides by the onset of commer-
cialization.
CAI, however, represents just one example of the way in which forensic science in

England and Wales has been influenced by the reforms of recent decades. More overtly
structural forms of shaping forensic science have also appropriated neo-liberal tenets,
albeit with differing consequences for the relationship between scientists and police,
and for the epistemological character of the scientific knowledge being produced.

Neo-Liberalization and Structural Integration

The fusion of neo-liberal managerialism with structural tendencies resonates in certain
initiatives. For example, the ‘Forensics21’ strategy, promulgated by the National Polic-
ing Improvement Agency (NPIA) in order to shape ‘a police-led forensic service fit for
the 21st century’ (Bramble 2009: 2), sought to address certain priorities regarding the
use and deployment of forensic science. A series of perceived shortcomings were
reflected in these priorities, including: high levels of variance between individual practi-
tioners in terms of performance, ‘unacceptable’ rates of attrition, ‘significant’ variations
in the ability of forces to convert identifications into detections, delays in updating
marks and prints resulting in an ‘unacceptable’ number of potential suspects being re-
leased from custody, and a ‘fragmented’ approach in terms of forces disseminating ad-
vice concerning the effective use and deployment of forensic techniques. Forensics21
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involved a number of projects aimed at helping to address these and other perceived
shortcomings in forensic science provision to the police. Aligned to this was the stated
possibility of exploring in more detail ‘how forensic science may be used to best effect’,
such that it provides direct benefits, such as ‘reduced investigation time, increased
detections, increased ‘‘cold hits’’; shorter time to arrest; improved public confidence;
new links to outstanding crime; early intervention etc’ (Bramble 2009: 4).
Forensics21 therefore represented a managerialist preoccupation with the constant

improvement of forensic science in relation to a series of centrally prioritized metrics
relating to speed of delivery, standardization of practitioner behaviours and investigative
outcomes. The use of such ‘targets’ represented a sophisticated interpretation of the
supposed tenets of NPM. Significantly, the terms of ‘improvement’, and their instrumen-
talities, were the preserve of overseers of policing, rather than scientists themselves. By
appropriating the language of improvement through centrally agreed measurement,
Forensics21 represented one notable way of imposing control.
The alliance of neo-liberalism with structural integration can also be discerned in the

operation of the National Forensic Framework Agreement (NFFA). The NFFA repre-
sents a significant response to wider organizing imperatives in the form of EU legislation
regarding transparency of procurement. It specifies in detail the arrangements for the
provision of forensic scientific services by commercial FSPs. In entering into contract
arrangements with police forces under the terms of the NFFA, FSPs have been obliged
to supply a highly foreclosed form of scientific support across a range of clearly delin-
eated criminal investigative functions. These functions, or ‘work packages’, range from
routine scientific analyses in areas such as DNA analysis, fire investigation and footwear
analysis to more complex ‘casework’ packages relating to serious crime, where forensic
scientists may be called upon to interpret evidence in relation to a particular investiga-
tion. The repertoire of work packages offered under the terms of the NFFA represents
the diversity of analytical activities performed by forensic scientists. Within each work
package, specific forensic activities are clearly defined in a cost-code system:

That’s how it now structured . . . codes refer to specific activities . . . for example, ‘BF’s’ are body fluids,

biology stuff. 01BF is the processing of stains from crime scenes for DNA purposes . . . cigarette end left

by a burglar, that sort of thing. Simple routine stuff. And that product has got requirements written in it

that the company has to be able to provide. (Interview, NPIA representative, 2010)

Through its operation, specific scientific activities are again codified as distinct ‘prod-
ucts’, organized in such a way that police can choose in the manner of a menu. Hence,
the police retain overall control over what scientific activities are carried out in an in-
vestigation. While the NFFA recognizes the potential contribution that scientists can
make to the evaluation of evidence, it limits the opportunities in which they may do
so. Police retain the ultimate choice in deciding whether or not to purchase the ‘prod-
uct’ of evidence evaluation that is placed side by side, on an equal footing, with the
‘simple routine stuff’. Here, neo-liberal discourses advance a form of scientific practice
in which forensic scientists are more akin to technicians. It standardizes forensic scien-
tific activity in terms of time and cost, and places epistemic practices on an equal footing
with routine technical procedures.
In contrast to CAI, which positions the provider–customer relationship as an ongoing

concern, The NFFA was not felt by scientists to have facilitated the same quality of co-
operation (Interview, forensic scientists’ representatives, 2010). One respondent, who
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was charged with overseeing the implementation of the NFFA, also admitted there were
tensions:

There is quite a bit of ‘anti’ this, in the laboratory world, particularly the staff, the scientists, because

they see it as too commercially focused now, and they haven’t got the ability to use their own initiative,

to innovate, because if it isn’t within one of these products [codes], in theory the company couldn’t

charge for it, it might not be something the force has requested anyway . . . the scientists see it as

a shackle. (Interview, NPIA representative, 2010)

The challenges to the professional autonomy of forensic scientists presented by the
NFFA have stimulated concerns about the power of police to direct scientists when un-
dertaking crime scene investigations. The cost-code systems that are now used specify
with great precision the analyses that forensic scientists are obliged to carry out. Yet, as
an investigation by the BBC radio series File on Four uncovered, forensic scientists and
technicians often disagreed with police over the best course of action during casework,
despite being contractually constrained in terms of which activities they could under-
take. The programme gave an example of one worker who had contributed to the suc-
cessful investigation of a case only by ignoring police instructions and pursuing analyses
that had not been originally commissioned (BBC 2009).
During a focus group session in which a wide variety of forensic scientists participated,

the view was repeatedly expressed that the changes brought about by this manifestation
of neo-liberalism threatened the existence of forensic scientific expertise. One partic-
ipant claimed that many experienced colleagues were leaving the industry for other sci-
entific sectors, risking a ‘brain drain’ that their organization would struggle to replace.
Concerns were also expressed about the calibre of new recruits. Many new starters are
now qualified with generic ‘forensic science’ degrees, which were regarded by the group
as an unsatisfactory substitute for qualifications in more traditional scientific subjects
(Biology, Chemistry, Physics, etc.), the latter being perceived as providing a more sub-
stantial grounding in the scientific method. A lack of scientific expertise was also felt to
threaten ongoing work in research and development (R&D)—an area in which their
organization had often been viewed as a leader. Finally, one more senior scientist
claimed that individuals of his level of experience were becoming regarded as too ex-
pensive to employ, with consequences for Continuing Professional Development (CPD).
Within the organization, there existed no career development path for individuals to
reach Principal Scientist (PS) status. This is a position in which senior scientists act in
a consultant role, directly interacting with police officers on serious cases, often using
CAI-type reasoning.
What unifies such concerns is that they all point to a sense in which science is kept

both separate and subordinate to the priorities of police authorities. Here, ‘science’
relates to a series of activities that, while potentially useful to the police, are held on
demand by the latter. The fact that individuals felt able to move into other scientific
sectors partially reflects a certain sense of alienation (i.e. that their ‘scientific’ reasoning
skills are dispensable in relation to forensic work). More significantly, the perceived
threat to the future of R&D work within the organization could be interpreted as a sign
that such activity was not regarded as a relevant or financially productive application of
‘scientific’ skills. The absence of opportunities to reach PS status could also point to
a certain devaluing of scientific contributions. Likewise, the comments about the lack
of grounding in ‘scientific method’ amongst generic ‘forensic science’ degrees are also
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significant. The importance afforded to an understanding of ‘scientific method’ by
respondents echoes discourses associated with procedural norms that place it in the
highest epistemological regard and that promote it across investigative work in general.
Generic forensic science degrees may be perceived as leading students away from fun-
damental epistemological concerns towards training them in a series of technical tasks,
preordained by exogenous police interests. Such training may be seen as shaping new
recruits to the profession to suit the preferences, and finances, of the latter, rather than
upholding perceived universal standards of scientific propriety.
Rather than being regarded as a discipline in its own right, ‘forensic science’ is here

regarded as an adjunctive repertoire of services, rather than a series of activities unified
by their adherence to universal epistemological principles. It becomes tightly packaged
and standardized, rendered as a set of readily marketable products, which provide the
customer with a relatively uniform ‘scientific’ contribution. Hence, neo-liberalism can
be seen to have also reinforced the structural view of forensic science. Yet, while neo-
liberal initiatives have strengthened this norm of integration, they have also exposed
forensic science to a wider series of forces that threaten the continuing integrity of
the ‘structures’ that have emerged from this reshaping.

United It Falls?

Even prior to the announcement of the proposed closure of the FSS, several respond-
ents had expressed concern about the way in which forensic science had seemingly be-
come vulnerable to a wider series of economic risks. The original move towards
marketization had occurred in more optimistic times, and any difficulties were not felt
to have been adequately anticipated. The following comment by one respondent is in-
structive:

If the police budgets come under pressure in the next 2 or 3 years, that could have significant impact . . .

if you’ve got a lot of organizations with business plans, invested money on the basis of work coming in

and all of a sudden they don’t get the work then they may be in trouble. (Interview, Home Office

representative, 2009)

The commercialization of forensic science was therefore felt by some respondents to
have rendered it dangerously susceptible to the effects of the wider economic downturn.
One concern expressed about the NFFA was that it did not allow for the possibility that
one or more FSPs might succumb to economic difficulties compounded by harder eco-
nomic conditions. Even before the closure of the FSS, it was recognized that there was no
‘slack in the system’ (NPIA representative, 2010), even though it was clear that many
FSPs were now under ‘far greater financial pressure’ (Home Office representative,
2009). The FSS has not been alone in its difficulties. Other participating companies
in the NFFA have been reported as experiencing severe economic problems (FSP case-
worker representative, 2010). It was recognized by many respondents that the current
arrangements operated under the assumption that FSPs would be able to honour their
obligations. It did not allow for the possible loss of FSPs through bankruptcy, or via
mergers and acquisitions. One medium-sized FSP has already been acquired by venture
capitalists (FSP caseworker representative, 2010), but it is unclear to what extent the
NFFA obliges merged or acquired companies to honour their commitments to police
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forces. Concerns were also expressed about the tensions that could arise within organ-
izations in the light of restructuring or a take-over.
The hierarchization seemingly promoted by initiatives such as the NFFA appears to

have played an important part in rendering amore inflexible form of scientific provision
that is vulnerable to external challenges. Uncertainty has been heightened by public
spending cuts to police forces, which may force them in turn to cut back on forensic
scientific procurement. It remains possible, however, that ‘value for money’ from foren-
sic science may return to be measured in more general epistemic terms rather than by
economic cost.
The example of CAI also represents the embrace of the discourse of neo-liberaliza-

tion, but in a way that fosters a different vision for forensic science. It promotes a more
equitable representation of scientific inquiry, but also provides scope for the personal-
ized insight of individual investigators. At the same time, it promotes continued scrutiny
of the very practices of its construction, and greater transparency of ‘expert’ input. This
sense of scrutiny is consistent with the argument that ‘advanced liberal’ policies require
auditing mechanisms in order to manage the detachment of expertise from political
apparatus. A market ‘governed by the rationalities of competition, accountability
and consumer demand’ demands ever greater transparency of the ‘products’ on sale
(Rose 1996: 41). In the context of procedural integration, this corresponds to height-
ened epistemological reflexivity.
This reflexivity lends itself to being reconciled with probabilistic discourses. An ex-

ample like CAI shows how such a discourse can address both epistemic and economic
risks that have become more visible in relation to criminal investigative practice, partly
stimulated by concerns about miscarriages of justice and about possible inefficiencies as
cited in the earlier section. The rise of risk-aware policing has of course received notable
attention, particularly in the study by Ericson and Haggerty (1997). It is worth consid-
ering their study further, as it provides illumination through contrast with the example
provided in this paper.
Ericson and Haggerty’s study represents a landmark example of how risk provides

a basis for institutionalized sense-making. They show how responses to risk formed
the foundations for a series of rules and communicative procedures that, in turn, func-
tioned as a frame of reference for actors, and hence a way of comprehending and man-
aging uncertainty. In contrast, however, this paper’s findings point to an ongoing crisis
of comprehension in terms of the way science is, or should be, integrated into criminal
investigative work. The ‘ragbag’ (Garland 2001: 190) of initiatives that NPM promotes
has reinforced existing schisms with regard to understandings of the epistemic and au-
thoritative character of forensic science. Ericson andHaggerty’s (1997: 431) observation
of how police successfully orchestrated ‘a cacophony of communication formats
designed to meet risk management needs of external institutions as well as their
own’ only partially applies here. While the NFFA supports a centralized form of con-
structing science, this ‘structural’ orientation has to compete with a risk-based ‘para-
digm’ of forensic science that has appropriated marketization in markedly different
ways. A crucial difference with regard to an example like CAI is that it facilitates a more
equalized form of knowledge exchange, as demonstrated by the commitment to man-
aging the ‘relationship’ between police ‘customers’ and scientific ‘providers’. While
promulgating a Bayesian approach, CAI does provide some means of allowing actors
to deviate from overly quantitative procedures, which actually allows this kind of risk
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framework to be maintained. The fact that ‘soft data’ can be incorporated into the CAI
framework permits an instrumental degree of suppleness to maintain this particular risk
discourse, whilst upholding neo-liberal-compatible principles of individual initiative
and institutional flexibility. It allows scientists to embed themselves deeply into the in-
vestigative process whilst sustaining a representation of scientific propriety at the same
time.
What is significant about the NFFA-led norm is the relative lack of risk awareness that

permeates its design, now becoming all too apparent in the light of recent events. The
system that the NFFA supports is marked by a high level of rigidity all the way down. It
promotes an adjunctive view of scientific contribution that can be taken off the shelf
only when police see fit. Within the NFFA, there is little scope for negotiation regarding
the design and delivery of specific ‘products’. What is clear, however, as the example
given in the BBC Radio 4 investigation shows, is that scientists sometimes may reject
the way in which the NFFA tries to constrain scientific inquiry. While this may be done
with the greater good in mind, it exposes the fragility of this particular ‘market’—and
how its existence is as dependent on the conformity of individuals as it is vulnerable to
wider structural forces.

Discussion: Contesting the Future

In January 2011, the House of Commons Science and Technology Committee an-
nounced it would hold an inquiry on the decision to close the FSS (BBC 2011). The
endangered status of the FSS, previously hailed as an international leader, is therefore
likely to stimulate considerable debate about the future of police scientific support in
England andWales. Rather than representing closure, the announcement of 14 Decem-
ber 2010 represents the opening of a new period of fluidity surrounding the future of an
important source of judicial technologies.
It is timely to compare the findings of this study with those of Roberts (1996), who put

forward three predictions regarded as providing strong arguments against applying
a market-led system to the provision of forensic scientific services. First was the predic-
tion that markets would prevent the production of research findings and datasets that
Roberts regarded as public goods. Second, it was suggested that the size and status of the
FSS would preclude the emergence of any form of true competition. Finally, it was ar-
gued that a marketized system would be ineffective in identifying andmeeting the needs
of ‘consumers’ of forensic science, be they prosecutorially oriented (i.e. police) or rep-
resenting the defence side of the equation (suspects, defendants, etc.).
It is debatable whether the marketized system currently in place fully matches that

anticipated at the time and, hence, cautionmust be exercised to not rush to conclusions
in judging the ‘success’ of Roberts’s predictions. They do, however, provide a useful
position from which to begin to assess the effect of recent organizational changes
on this important form of judicial knowledge. First, although there are signs that
R&D activity may have suffered in recent times, notable advancements have been made
in certain areas. In particular, probabilistic tools for managing epistemic risk have sig-
nificantly contributed to themodern character of forensic investigation. While this chal-
lenges Roberts’s first prediction to an extent, the character of some of these innovations
may not have fully met the expectations, needs or interests of police consumers. For
example, CAI has met with significant scepticism in a number of quarters (Lawless
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and Williams 2010). Roberts’s second prediction, regarding the problems of facilitating
true competition, is at least partially correct. Pure competition has been forestalled
somewhat by the advent of the NFFA, which represents the kind of tension between
competition and regulation that Roberts anticipated. This has not totally precluded
FSPs from attempting to compete on price, albeit with the consequences of compound-
ing some perilous financial situations. What is remarkable, however, is that such market
forces have not only affected smaller FSPs, but have cut away at the biggest player in this
sector. The FSS has seen its market share, and status, eaten away to the extent to which its
operational model has become unsustainable.
The Government’s stated intention to continue pursuing marketization represents

a certain dogged commitment in the face of ongoing complications typified by the dif-
ficulties experienced by the FSS. It also raises the question of how narratives that justify
the continued commitment to marketization are maintained. The situation is com-
pounded further by proposed cuts to police budgets, which will affect their spend
on forensic science and may well impact upon forces’ attempts to develop in-house ca-
pability, which come with considerable start-up costs (Interview, forensic scientists’ rep-
resentatives, 2010). This represents just one example of the kind of dilemmas being
faced by the UK Government as they seek to maintain adequate resources for crime
control.
It has been previously observed that neo-liberalism requires, and indeed promotes,

a ‘complex assemblage’ of diverse forces, practices and devices, which, together, con-
stitute ‘technologies of government’ (Rose 1996: 42). These arrays of ‘strategies, tech-
niques and procedures’ (Rose 1996: 42) are of interest for studies of governmentality,
namely in terms of how ‘different authorities seek to enact programmes of government
in relation to the materials and forces to hand and the resistances and oppositions an-
ticipated or encountered’ (Rose 1996: 42). The emphasis on the heterogeneity under-
pinning the ‘totalizing narrative’ of neo-liberalism (Hughes and Gilling 2004: 160)
parallels the insights of much STS research that has revealed the bricolage behind mono-
lithic depictions of scientific objectivity (Lynch et al. 2008).
The findings presented here portray a similarly complex topography, but also show

how neo-liberalism has reshaped the epistemic affordances of scientists and police pro-
fessionals. This study has also, however, identified the presence of hitherto overlooked
antagonisms within these particular technological complexes of government. The im-
position of marketization has therefore only partially stabilized hierarchical construc-
tions of expertise. On the contrary, this study has identified examples of notable
instances of resistance to preordained attempts to mould scientists into complexes
of commercialized knowledge in the service of law enforcement. CAI, with its particular
response to epistemic and economic imperatives, indicates the enduring influence of
competing shared ideas about the role of science vis-à-vis criminal justice. The conscious
desire to produce a more balanced form of forensic inquiry, taking into account both
prosecution and defence positions, reflects a certain anterior influence of norms of dis-
interestedness and organized scepticism, similar to those characterized by Merton in his
sociological analysis of scientific communities (Merton 1973). Such norms co-exist un-
easily with other discourses that suggest a more prosecutorial orientation. The easy iden-
tification withMerton’s postulates points to a struggle to reconcile overlappingmodes of
constructing scientific objectivity.
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Spaces for resistance are far from closed. What we see instead within these ‘truth
machines’ (Lynch et al. 2008) is a dynamic, eagerly contested competition for the right
to control and shape understandings of forensic science. The findings of this study chal-
lenge the view, prevalent in certain studies, that science retains its epistemic and legal
pre-eminence through its ability to emerge from the confused midst of adversarial ar-
gument due to interventions from authority figures (Jasanoff 1998; Lynch and McNally
2003). Within the neo-liberal project, scientists themselves are targets for subjectifica-
tion in this heterogeneous complex of criminal justice. Yet, in actively seeking to shape
forensic scientific knowledge on their own terms, they themselves are able to exploit the
discourse of scientific objectivity. They can claim ownership of it, in ways that still rep-
resent responses to neo-liberal edicts, but run counter to the visions of state authority.
This study therefore questions the notion that the direction of power flows in advanced
liberal governance frameworks is a priori foreclosed; instead, it demonstrates how the
parameters of power, particularly knowledge, are themselves highly dynamic. Science,
while playing no less an important role in relation to criminal investigation, is contin-
ually open to being constructed in ways that reflect the influence of a wider array of
collective norms (likeMertonianism) that exist problematically alongside governmental
imperatives.
The uncertain status of forensic science in the neo-liberal era invites further reflec-

tion. Why has neo-liberalism so far failed to deliver a sustainable and coherent system for
the judicial appropriation of science? Why do relations between what have been de-
scribed as the two most prominent pillars of social order (Jasanoff 2007) continue
to be problematic? Forensic science occupies an awkward position, where institutional-
ized suspicion meets institutionalized scepticism. It is a position that allocates sufficient
leeway, however, for actors to build their own assemblages to create specific represen-
tations of ‘scientific’ investigation. In introducing market forces to an already contested
environment, vectors of power cross-cut against each other to an even greater extent.
The wider context of the economic downturn has served to compound the situation.
Although structuralizing forces have sought to standardize and commodify forensic sci-
entific knowledge, they have led to a rigid, inflexible system, increasingly vulnerable to
exogeneous developments. The NFFA, as a structure of advanced liberal governmental-
ity, has failed to both foresee internal resistances and externalities acting upon it. The
difficulties experienced in the UK forensic science sector potentially point to a more
fundamental crisis of advanced liberalism. Hitherto unanticipated forces may pose a se-
vere challenge to the practices and technologies that maintain these complexes of
authority.
Neo-liberalism has previously been shown to respond to the problems of identifying

authoritative knowledge by using auditing techniques to both comprehend and better
manage expert knowledge via processes of ‘budgetization’ (Rose 1996: 55). Foucaul-
dian-inspired arguments view ‘experts’ as being constructed in a manner that redefines
the terms of ‘autonomy’, with the transformation of activities into budgetary transac-
tions providing a powerful reorganizing and panoptic force. While such attempted con-
structions can be identified in forensic science, continuing antagonisms indicate an
important aspect of marketization largely neglected by such analyses. The practice of
pricing has been identified as a standardizing imperative, necessary for maintaining
arrangements of power. However, such arguments largely overlook the possibilities
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for socialized collectives to contest the value of certain aspects of modern criminal jus-
tice, with resultant consequences for how they are differentially shaped.
During one discussion in the period during which this study was undertaken, a senior

representative of a commercial FSP talked of how he saw the possibility of linking the
idea of forensic scientific ‘value’ more closely with the extent to which ‘justice’ was seen
to be done (Interview, 2010). His reflections indicate that the concept of ‘justice’ itself
may be susceptible to being reconfigured and potentially engulfed by the co-construc-
tion of science/neo-liberalism. This could hold potentially adverse consequences. Many
concerns have already been expressed about the potential tensions between commercial
imperatives and judicial priorities (i.e. commercial confidentiality versus disclosure,
etc.). It is also unclear whether judicial systems in England and Wales (and elsewhere)
are suitably disposed to assess increasingly sophisticated scientific claims, which may be
complicated further by the chaff of commerciality. The pliability and unpredictability
that the science/neo-liberal nexus demonstrates raises the issue over whether it has the
potential to infect adjacent juridical concerns. On the other hand, the realization of
economic risks threatens to severely undermine the ability of science to contribute
to crime control. Precisely what implications, then, might future constructions of sci-
ence and liberalization hold for the ultimate delivery of justice?
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